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April 30th: Closing date for objections
to the Sizewell PWR. Write to The
Planning Officer, Suffolk Coast Dis-
trict Council, Melton Hill, Wood-
bridge, Suffolk, and send a copy to
Secretary of State for Energy, Electri-
city Division, Thames House South,
Millbank, London. SW1P 4OJ.
4-11th May: HTZ week of action. Con-
tact Partizans, 218 Liverpool Road,
London N1. 01-609-1852. A
6th May: Public meeting and films,

art of the FlTZ week of action 7 -p .

9 p.m., Lecture Theatre B, David
Hume Tower, George Square, Edin-
burgh.
9th May: East Lothian motor caval-
cade and family picnic. Contact John

|BLHleth1

Richardson, Haddington 2315.
10th May: Women and children’s
action at Torness, contact SCRAM,
031-225-7752.
15th May: Edinburgh March and
gathering with live entertainment.
Contact SCRAM, 30 Frederick Street,
Edinburgh 2, 031-225-7752.
16th May: CND meeting for trade
unionists in Edinburgh. Contact
Kev-in Holmes, 031-667-4416.
16-17th May: lmaginative actions at
Torness and elsewhere. lt’s up to you!
16-19th May: Windpower course,
speakers to include Peter Musgrove,
Geoff Watson, Robert Todd, and
Andrew Brown. Contact the National
Centre for Alternative Technology,
Machynlleth, Powys.
30th May: Anti-Nuclear demonstra-
tion in Ullapool. Assemble at 2 p.m. at
the pier for march. Speakers, ‘The
War Game’ and ceilidh in the evening.
For details contact Jean Urguhart, 4
West Lane, Ullapool.
7th June: June Meet at Mullwharchar.
Contact Kathleen Miller, 0644-3380.
27th July - 2nd August: Ecology Party
Summer Gathering, Worth Farm,
Pilton, near Glastonbury, Somerset,
contact Christine Crossingham, 11
Stanley Road. Bristol.
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5%filmRabbit

Whilst out at sea on her winter
cruise, Little Black Fiabbit wondered
why she could not see any wave power
devices extracting all that wave energy
that was making her feel terribly sea
sick. Perhaps it was something, to do
with the CEGB sending their pro-
nuclear henchmen along to every firm
that had been approached by the wave
research teams for advice, and per-
suading them not to co-operate. To
think that at one time the CEGB were
all in favour of wave energy. Now they
are venturing into wind energy, and
Little Black Flabbit wonders how long
before they will destroy that too.

Anti Nuclear
Campaign

The office of the Anti Nuclear
Campaign has now moved out of Lon-
don to Sheffield. The new address is
A.N,.C., The Terrapin Building, Cam-
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Forest Fire
The well-established Edinburgh wood-stove suppliers

Forest Fire, offer a wide range of wood,
peat and coal burning appliances for space heating,

cooking and central heating.
v FOREST FIRE
50 ST MARYS ST. EDINBURGH. 031-556-9812.

A THE BEST OF SAFE AND RELIABLE TECHNOLOGY

bridge House, Division Street, Shef-
field 1. There is no telephone number
as yet, but messages can be left on
0742-739933 ext. 232.

ln February the Anti-Nuclear Cam-
pagin appointed Harold Immanuel as
their full time Trade Union Organiser.
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tish anti-nuclear campaign by the Scottish
Campaign to Resist the Atomic Menace,
30 Frederick Street, Edinburgh EH2 2JR.
We welcome contributions from anyone on
local issues, although we cannot guarantee
pubflcaflon.
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4976), and by Scottish and Northern Books
Distribution Co-op, 47 Niddry Street,
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The feature article in this issue clearly

illustrates the links between nuclear
power and nuclear weapons. Civil
nuclear energy originated as a by-
product from the production of plutonium
for weapons. Since then the proliferation
of nuclear weapons has resulted directly
from the sale of civil nuclear technology.
it is important for both the anti-nuclear-
power and the anti-nuclear-weapons
movements to realise these links. One
cannot be stopped without the other.

Links between the two campaigns are
beginning to be forged, with members of
both movements participating in events
such as the Easter Anti War March.

Joint actions are being seen not only
across the nuclear power/weapons
issues, but also across more diverse
campaigns. The RTZ Week of Action is an
example of co-operation between anti-
apartheid, anti-nuclear and other
campaigns. The struggle against nuclear
power must not be seen in isolation.

in the coming months there are going
to be numerous anti-nuclear actions. if
you are doing something, please send in
a report and/or a photo. The only way we
can find out what is happening is if you
tell us.

Object
NOW

The provisional closing date for ob-
jections to theiproposed PWR at Size-A
well is the end of April. On 30th Jan-
uary the CEGB applied to the Depart-
ment of Energy for consent to con-
struct a 1200MW PWR beside the ex-
siting Magnox reactor at Sizewell.
Copies of this application and their
accompanying "Project Statement" are
available free from Mr. Barrie Skel-
cher, Local Technical Officer, Size-i
well Nuclear Power Station, Leiston
Suffolk (0728-2921). He will also
supply information and answer ques-
tions.

Objections to the PWR have to be
sent to the local Planning Officer. For-
mai objections, which should prefer-
rably be short and specifically related
to a PWR at Sizewell, should be sent to
The Planning Officer, Suffolk Coast
District Council, Melton Hill, Wood-
bridge, and send a copy to the Secre-
tary of State for Energy, Electricity
Division, Thames House South, Mili-
bank, London SW1P 4QJ.

_q_
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The period of May 9th to 17th will
see a variety of actions opposing the
construction of Torness. This "Week of
Action" is important in view of the
determination of the SSEB to build
Torness despite both local opposi-
tion, and the arrogant dismissal of the
conclusions of the recent Select Com-
mittee.

A wide variety of groups, both from
East Lothian and further afield, have
been involved in a series of planning
meetings for this event. In addition to
organised events, groups are encour-
aged to "do their own thing" during
this time — either at Torness or else-
where.

Events planned so far include, on the
9th — a car cavalcade and family out-
ing to Barns Ness or Whitesands,
where there will be a picnic and child-
ren’s events. This is being organised
by East Lothian groups for local
people and the general theme will be
"Torness is a white elephant".

Ni/CLEA); __,

STOP PRESS: it looks as though the E3TABi.l$iiN[N
final date for objections to the Sizewell
PWR will be put back.So there is still time
for you to put in your objection. .,__ '6" 1 2.
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The study pack presents the basic principles of how nuclear
energy is produced: from the uranium mine to the reactor it-
self to the projected disposal of nuclear waste. it also makes a
realistic appraisal of the alternatives available now and for the
future.

Available now

From information Service on Energy, 30 Frederick Street,
Edinburgh 2. 031-225-4414.
£4.95 plus 65p p&p.
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Women 81 Childr_en’s Action
On Sunday, 10th, there is to be a

women and children’s event at Tor-
ness. Women and children are the
traditional victims of war etc., and are
usually the last to be consulted about
major decisions... such as nuclear
power. This event is open to all inter-
ested women and children, and will
consist of a short march and peaceful
demonstration — hopefully with
kites, balloons etc. This is being or-
ganised by a group of women in
SCRAM.

. Edinburgh
On Friday 15th, there will be an

evening rally in Edinburgh, for the
general public. A theatre event is
planned to follow. This event is being
organised mostly by people from
Students Against Nuclear Energy
(S.A.N.E.) and SCRAM. The theme of
this event will be a Nuclear Free Zone.

SNP
The S.N.P. will mount an anti-

nuclear!pro-alternatives exhibition in
Edinburgh and they plan some kind of
event at Torness on Saturday 15th
S.A.N.E. is also planning other events
during the week.
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Direct Action

Various groups have decided to
plan direct action at Torness, for the
weekend of 16-17th May. At the last
planning meeting on 28th February
there was a general agreement that
a mass direct action and site occupa-
tion would not be advertised as such,
as there is no way of telling exactly
how many groups to expect, and play-
ing the weekend more by ear could be
a lot more powerful. A large list ol
imaginative ideas for what could be
done, were "brainstormed", to be
available to interested groups. Since
it is hoped to get a campsite big
enough for everybody, a lot of the last
minute plans could get sorted out at
thetime.

There was a general discussion of
possible focuses for action, in addition
to the Torness site itself.

A c'ouple of ideas from the "brain-
storm" included putting up perma-
nent notices signposting the Torness
site — which must be one of the few
building sites around that doesn’t have
a notice outside proudly declaring
what it is! Another idea is for S.S.E.B.
electricity consumers to write out
cheques for bills, in big letters on the
Torness fence and other places.
(Would they have to demolish the
fence themselves, to pay the che-
ques?)

Groups coming up should be self
sufficient in food, tents etc., and
support people, and preferably having
some idea of what they want to do,
beforehand. Interested groups should
send an S.A.E. to the address below
for details of ideas, campsite etc.,

Everthing else is up to the partici-
pating groups themselves to organise
— so over to you, folks!

For the "Week of Action" as a
whole, individual groups are encour-
aged to write their own press releases.
There is to be a press group, clo
SCRAM which will operate like a
bureau, passing press releases
about actions onto the press.

The only actions during the week
l

organised for the general public are
the Friday 15th rally, and the women’s
action on the 10th (for all women and
children). 2

Torness
Situation

At present there are over a thou-
sand workers at the Torness site.
Among other things, the sea wall is
being built at present, with roll-on,
roll-off facilities for taking parts in by
the sea. -

Earlier this year two main contracts
were placed for the station:-

Sir Robert McAlplne and Sons Ltd.,
have the contract for the main civil
engineering and building works, and
G.E.C. Turbine Generators Ltd., have
the contract for two turbine generators
plus some other parts.

There are 643 unemployed construc-
tion workers in East Lothian but the
contractors at Torness are busing in
614 workers from outside the Lothians
and Borders. So much for providing
employment for locals.

At a recent meeting of the Torness
Joint Consultative Committee coun-
cillors from the East Lothian District
Council expressed their dissatisfac-
tion with this situation. They are de-
manding both an explanation and a
change of policy from the SSEB and
McAlpines.

Pt-ISS

Contacts
East Lothian groups: John Richardson,
Tel. Haddinton 2351.
Women and Children's action: Women
at SCRAM.
Rally: SANEISCRAM.
Direct Action: clo SCRAM or SANE,
Tony Nec, Tel. 031-556-8253 or 031-
667-6203. -, .1
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THE TORNESS HONSTER -TOGETHER WE CAN STOP IT.
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Direct Action
On March 3rd an SSEB exhibi-

tion was destroyed by anti-nuclear
campaigners. The exhibition was the
first of a series scheduled to cover
Dunbar, Haddington, Duns and Dal-
keith, and dealt with the proposed
routes for two double 400KV overhead
power lines connecting Torness with
the Scottish grid.

The group painted over the exhibi-
tion and covered displays with anti-
nuclear stickers. in an annoymous
phone call to a Fife News Agency a
spokesperson said "For the SSEB to
bring this blatant nuclear propaganda
to Dunbar, days after the Government
Select Committee on Energy reported
that Torness was a massive economic
blunder, is an insult to the local com-
munity".

The group regretted having to
damage council property by forcing a
door, but money would be sent to-
wards the repair costs.

Edinburgh Evening News
4.3.61
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Teachers Seminar
In lnverness on 22nd November, the UKAEA held a seminar on nuclear

energy for teachers in the highlands. it was organised in conjunction with the
education department of the Highland Regional Council.

After much lobbying the regional councillors on the education committee
have agreed to allow the lnverness branch of the Highlands Anti-Nuclear
Group (HANG) to organise, in conjunction with the regional council, their own
seminar.

The seminar will be held in lnverness on Saturday 9th May. HANG are hoping
to have 4 or 5 speakers to talk on alternative energy projects in the Highlands
and islands, the wind power programme on Orkney, combined heat and power
and the economies of the fast breeder reactor. Following the tradition already
established by the UKAEA, the seminar will only be open to teachers. However
HANG are hoping to hold a meetingldebate in the evening to which members
of the public would be invited... and also the UKAEA. For more details contact
HANG, clo1 Attadale Road, inverness, or phone lnverness 38349.

£3,300m
BNFL (British Nuclear Fuels Ltd)

has announced a £3,300 million dev-
elopment programme for the next
ten years, subject to approval by the
government. The company expects to
be able to raise all but £650 million
from its own earnings.

Of this huge sum of money, £800-
-1000 million (January 1980 prices)
will be spent on the construction of
THORP, the reprocessing plant that
was the subject of the Windscale
Public inquiry in 1977. This plant will
reprocess the uranium oxide fuel from
the AGR programme. Another £365
million is to go on research and devel-
opment of THORP. The refurbishing
of the Magnox reprocessing plant and
vitrification has been allocated £1000
million. The vitrification programme
will cost upwards of £200 million, and
is planned to be in operation by 1987.
The plant is to combine the best
features of the Harvest programme
and the French vitrification process.

Not all the money is to be spent at
Windscale. £450 million is to go on
centrifuge enrichment at Capen-
hurst, £5 million on fuel canning
facilities for the AGR programme at
Springfields. An unspecified amount is
to go on new ships and spent fuel
containers.

February 1981
Nuclear Engineering international
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Fines totalling £300 were paid at Haddington on February 12th with a cheque
written on a coffin. The fines resulted from the arrests made last May at the
Torness demo. s

Mullwharcher
in the House of- Commons on 4th

March, a question was put to the Sec-
retary of State for Scotland, by Mr.
George Foulkes, concerning when and
how he intends to announce his deci-
sion on the report of the inquiry into
the proposal to test-bore at Mullwhar-
char.

Mr. George Younger’s reply was as
follows, "The report is under consider-
ation. it is not possible to say at this
stage when the decision will be
announced. The normal procedure for
notifying decisions on planning
appeals to the appellant, planning
authority and other parties concerned
will be followed; I shall consider near-
er the time the form of any wider
announcement which may be made in
view of the public interest in this
case."

The Muliwharchar inquiry ended on
19th March last year. This long delay
in announcing the decision is very
sinister.

Referendum
At the beginning of April every

household in four constituencies
around Muliwharchar will receive
through the post by the post-office
Household Delivery Service, a refer-
endum form, asking all members of
the household to say what they want to
happen to the wilderness area of the
Galloway forest park — in which sits
Mullwharchar. The Scottish Conser-
vation Society have organised this re-
ferendum, which will be co-ordinated
by the post office in Ayr. The consti-
tuencies are Galloway, South Ayr-
shire, Ayr and Dumfries-shire.
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More than 100,000 people were
determined to demonstrate against the
construction of the Brokdorf atomic
power station in March. Thousands
never got near the site as they were
stopped by armed police as far as
200 miles away. The demo had been
made illegal by the German state
authorities and everybody who went to
demonstrate knew that he or she could
be made financially responsible and
liable for the state's defence of capit-
alistic profit making: 20,000 police
were stationed on the site and in the
near vicinity, 30 helicopters, masses of
watercannons and amoured cars will
now be paid for by the 260 arrested
who were picked out purely at random.
Still, the demo was a glorious victory
for the anti-nuclear movement in
Krautland. Demonstrators walked 8
miles to get to the site and had to
pass bodysearchers at two police
checkpoints (this tactic had been used

More Cracks
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Four of West Germany s 11 operating
nuclear reactors have been ordered to
be shut down by the Federal Mini-
ster of the interior. All four reactors
are of the boiling water type. The
order came after the Bonn Reactor
Safety Commission found that there is
corrosion and cracking of the primary
circuits, the huge steam pipes linking
the reactors to the turbines. The West
Germany authorities are requiring that
the primary circuits be replaced in all
four reactors. The total output from
these four reactors is almost half the
nuclear baseload on the country's elec-
tricity grid.

Officials estimate that the reactors
would be closed for one year, but nu-
clear engineers say 2-3 years seems
more likely. Almost no mention of
these closures has been made in the
German and Dutch press, possibly be-
cause officials are keeping quiet as
they fear these closures will link cre-
dibility to opponents of the Brokdorf
reactor.

WISE, 24.2.a1.
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to divide the demo and hinder the
100,000 to get to the site as one huge
mass). There was no chance to occupy
the site despite well equipped demon-
strators. When a few stones had been
thrown the police started to attack the
whole demo. This was supported by 12
helicopters dropping off 200 police
and then flying close over the demon-
strators heads. People were beaten
even when they had fallen into the dit-
ches or were lying unconsciously on
the wet ground (the same happened to
one policeman), press photographers
had their cameras and films taken
away and were beaten. But the
tremendous success of the demo rests
on the fact, that all demonstrators had
been criminalised before and knew
what to expect and still turned up so
massively. And the nuclear state made
sure that our protest will be even more
determined from now.

Go.
Undergiéaund

An interdisciplinary team of scien-
tists has recently been set up to inves-
tigate the possibility of underground
nuclear power stations in Israel. The
team are expected to report in 12-18
months.

Alex Beck, head of the Atomic
Energy Commission's Siting and Na-
tional Planning Department said the
main advantage of an underground
site is that the earth would protect the
power station from enemy attack, and
would absorb the radioactivity in the
event of a leak. An underground plant,
he said, would also be more secure
from natural hazards such as earth-
quakes and violent storms, and it could
be located closer to the main centres of
population.

The cavern containing the plant
would be about 70 meters below the
surface, 70-75 meters high and 30
meters wide. The tunnelling, extrac-
tion of the earth and construction work
would add about 30% to the overall
cost of an underground station. The
major expense would be the develop-
ment of a prototype — this could take
three years and add an additional 80%
to the cost.

 

Plogoff Revisited
Five directors of nuclear power

stations in France decided to visit the
Plogoff site last Autum ‘incognito’.
The site is vigilantly observed by the
villagers, and they questioned the
smartly dressed visitors. The men said
they were from the merchant navy,
just ‘taking a look’. Unconvinced the
Plogoffites discovered documents in
their car which revealed their real
identities. They held the directors in
Plogoff town hall until the evening, to
make sure they didn't get up to any
further deceptions.

There was no mention of this inci-
dent by the French electricity board.

Seabrook Delivery

On March 3rd, with less than an
hours notice, some 250 people gather-
ed at Seabrook to protest at the de-
livery of the reactor core. The Sea-
brook power station, despite numerous
protests in the last five years is now
almost 50% complete.

_The protest was called when it was
discovered earlier in the day that the
reactor core was being moved from its
storage site on a barge off the coast of
New Hampshire to Seabrook. This is
the second core to be delivered to the
site. The first was returned to the
manufacturer when it was found to be
corroded.

After the core had been delivered
protestors lined up outside the sta-
tion fence, chanting at the police and
leaning on the fence. When the fence
began to sway, one policeman, who
had his hand on top of the fence, re-
ceived a minor cut. He then permitted
the police to open a gate in the fence
which caused the fence to topple over.
As a result one woman was caught
under the fence and received a brain
concussion.

in other incidents, police supposedly
picked out known leaders of the anti-
nuclear movement and were especially
brutal with them. The afternoon pro-
test ended when three people were
arrested on charges of assaulting and
battering a policeman.

WISE, 10.3.81
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A new upsurge in interest in the nu-
clear debate has resulted from the
publication of the first report from the
Select Committee on Energy. The re-
port considers the implications of the
Government's announcement to order
15GW (gegawatts) of nuclear capacity
over ten years.

1 in considering the size of the pro-
gramme the Committee concluded
we are sceptical, however, whether the
eventual figure should be as high as
15GW’, (by the year 2000), as they
‘remain unconvinced that the CEGB
and the Government have satisfactor-
ily made out the economic and indus-
trial case for a programme of the size
referred to...’.

As ‘The estimated outlay of £15
billion over ten years represents a pre-
emption of a large slice of the nation’s
resources which might otherwise be
available for investment in other parts
of the economy’, the Select Committee
devoted considerable attention to both
the need for such a large programme
and the economic case. They were
‘dismayed to find that, seven years
after the first major oil price increases,
the Department of Energy has not
idea of whether investing £1,300
million in a single nuclear power
plant is as cost effective as spending a
similar sum to promote energy conser-
vaflon.’

Economics
On the question of the economics of

nuclear power, the Committee were
unable to come to any conclusions as to
whether, or not, nuclear generated
electricity is cheaper than coal as ‘The
historic cost method used by the
Board (CEGB) to justify past invest-
ments distorts the effect of inflation on
capital costs, rendering the resultant
figures highly misleading as a guide to
past investment decisions and entire-
ly useless for appraising future ones’.
They were not helped by the CEGB, as
illustrated in the following state-
ment: ‘It would have been more help-
ful to the Committee had certain im-
portant statistical information relating
to the Board’s economic case been
made available, unsolicited, at the
start of our enquiry‘. However, they
did conclude that ‘Unless the CEGB
are able to effect considerable reduc-
tions in their own costs, this country
will continue to produce electricity
more expensively than need be the
case’.

Need
On the need for an increased nu-

clear power programme, the Commit-
tee feltthat ‘it would have been less
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misleading and more helpful to the
Committee if the CEGB had informed
us during their first evidence session
that the electricity load forecasts con-
tained in their initial memorandum
had already been overtaken by events
and were in the process of being re-
vised downwards, even if the pre-
cise figures may not have been known
at that stage. The credibility of much
of the CEGB’s subsequent evidence
was undermined by this ommission’.
However the report does state that
‘Given: the recent electricity price in-
creases; the depressed state of the
economy; the prospect of more compe-
tition due to rising gas availabilities;
the possible impact of the private
generation of electricity...; the added
scope for conservation and the satur-
ation of the market for some compo-
nents of electricity demand, — further
reductions in the CEGB’s load fore-
cast cannot be ruled out’.

Torness and Heysham
As part of their remit, the Select

Committee considered the ordering of
the AGRs at Torness and Heysham B.
After the reduction in load forecasts in
early 1980, the Government instructed
the Central Policy Review Staff (CPRS)
to review the need for these two sta-
tions. The Committee considered it
‘most regrettable that the Government
were not prepared to divulge the ad-
vice tendered by the CPRS, for it
might have helped the Committee to
understand better why the Govern-
ment decided to continue with the two
new AGRs’. They were also ‘surprised
to learn that the Scottish Office has not
seen fit to re-examine the economic
case for the Torness AGR in light of
the SSEB’s plant margin of73%. The
fact that Torness has been ordered so
far ahead of need is all the more worry-
ing in light of uncertainty about future
coal prices, which is one of the main
arguments used by the SSEB to justify
the decision on economic grounds.’
The Chairperson of the Select Commit-
tee and the Chairperson of the SSEB
exchanged letters about the conse-
quences of any decision to cancel
Torness, but they were not included in
the evidence to the Committee that was
published with the report. However,
when the Committee asked the SSEB

how much it would cost to cancel the
project, the SSEB answered ‘The
Board has the necessary formal appro-
vals for Torness and has no intention
of cancelling the project. No estimate
has therefore been made of the cost of
reimbursing contractors.’ At the end
of November, when the SSEB were
asked this question, it had only com-
mitted itself to £76.5 million — but
was in the process of committing it-
self to-a total of £572 million. At the
time of the publication of the report,
the SSEB had committed itself to
about £330 million, but despite the
Select Committee’s conclusion that
‘there was undoubtedly a case for not
ordering two AGR’s and ‘The genera-
tion Boards should give higher prio-
rity... to reducing the planning mar-
gin to a lower level as soon as prac-
ticable’, it is obvious that the SSEB
still have no intention of even con-
sidering cancelling Torness.
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Sizewell
The Select Committee makes some

recommendations on the terms of
reference of the future Public Inquiry
into the proposed building of a PWR at
Sizewell. They suggest that ‘it would
be unreasonable in our view to ex-
clude any mention of the costs and of
the latest (and revised) electricity de-
mand projections from the public in-
quiry into the Sizewell PWR’, that
‘The Government should take steps to
ensure that the CEGB and the Nil
(Nuclear Installations Inspectorate)
publish the maximum amount of in-
formation and documentation relating
to the licence application, pleading
commercial confidentiality only where
this is absolutely essential’, and that
‘it would be reasonable to allow a
period of four months for parties to the
inquiry to examine the Nll's report’.

The final recommendation in the
report was ‘As soon as possible after
the publication of this Report, the
Government should institute a full
day’s debate in the House on a sub-
stantive motion to approve the Gov-
ernment’s Statement, including the
decision to proceed with a PWR.’

in conclusion, the Report vindicates
much of what anti-nuclear campaign-
ers have been saying for years.

ii l -‘I
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The past eighteen months has been a massive public outcry against nuclear “"’_'_'T
weapons. However, the case against the military application of nuclear tech- "H
nology cannot be viewed in isolation from the civil nuclear power programme. In
this article we illustrate how nuclear weapons and nuclear power have from their
beginnings walked hand in hand with each other.

The Birth of Siamese Twins
The discovery that an atom of Uran-

ium 235 was fissile (i.e. could split to
release vast amounts of energy in a
chain reaction) was made at a crucial
time. The research was published at
the beginning of the Second World
War.

The ‘Manhattan Project’ was set up
in 1941: a joint UK-US-Canadian
effort to develop the atomic bomb be-
fore Nazi Germany. The project went
ahead in tremendous secrecy. In Bri-
tain, the Cabinet was excluded from
atomic decision-making, and informa-
tion about expenditure was concealed
from Parliament. Secrecy has remain-
ed an integral feature of the nuclear
programme ever since.

The power locked up in fissile mat-
erial was demonstrated to the world
when the bombs were dropped on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945.
250,000 people were killed. The radia-
tion released then is still taking its
deadly toll now.

In an attempt to preserve its posi-
tion in the nuclear field, the US pass-
ed the McMahon Act in 1946, which
made it illegal for Americans to di-
vulge information about nuclear wea-
pons or the use of nuclear energy in
the generation of power. The 3 coun-
tries went their separate ways, and
hopes for the international control of
nuclear arms were stillborn.

The US developed its water-cooled
nuclear submarine reactor into the
present commercial Pressurised
Water Reactor.

The UK was outraged by the Mc-
Mahon Act, ln January 1947, 6 mini-
sters agreed at a secret meeting to de-
velop an independent UK nuclear ar-
senal. in great haste and secrecy, faci-
lities were constructed for the pro-
duction of li;_tcJ_nium for warheads.

ConversionUranium Mining t H
o ex& Milling

Plutonium
Recovered
Uranium

Waste Storage
Flenrgeeeelng Reactor (Thermal

Nuclear Fuel Cycle
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Enrichment and reprocessing facili-
ties were built, subsequently used in
the civil nuclear power programme. In
1950 and 1951, Britain’s first atomic
piles at Windscale went critical. The
plutonium they produced enabled the
detonation of Britain’s first atomic
bomb in 1952. The military Chiefs of
Staff had called for an increased pro-
duction of plutonium, and the embryo
designs for power-producing reactors
were built with this in mind. Calder
Hall, Britain’s first nuclear power
station, was opened in 1956, and
Chapelcross in 1958. Both these reac-
tors provided plutonium for an expan-
ding nuclear arsenal.

Thus the origins of the civil nuclear
power programme lie in the military
applications of nuclear energy, and
nuclear technology still has the dual
purpose of providing electricity and
processing material for bombs.

While economics had not been a fac-
tor in the military development of the
nuclear power programme, extrava-
gant claims were now made for the
cheapness of electricity produced by
nuclear power, and private industry
was soon clamouring to invest in the
nuclear industry. However, the haste
and secrecy involved in early nuclear
construction had obscured many of the
difficulties and the extent of military
subsidies, and as the years have gone
by, the economics of nuclear power
have proved less and less attractive.

Atoms For Peace?
in the US, President Eisenhower re-

versed earlier policy by launching the
‘Atoms for Peace’ programme, which
provided assistance for other states in
the development of nuclear tech-
nology. The motivation was commer-
cial—aimed at securing export mar-
kets for US companies and hence keep-
ing the domestic nuclear industry
strong. A strong nulear industry also

_ .-+
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meant a continuing ability to provide
the fissile material for warheads.

Some of Eisenhower’s advisors and
some foreign politicians expressed
concern at that time that nations might
misuse a nuclear industry intended for
civilian purposes, but this was reject-
ed by the administration, mainly on
the grounds that nuclear explosives
could only be manufactured by ‘com-
plicated, difficult and expensive mea-
sures that could not remain undetec-
ted’, (John Foster Dulles).

The possibilities of supervising the
nuclear fuel cycle were overrated at
the time, the ease with which bombs
could be manufactured was severely
underrated. Dulles’ opinion and that of
others promoting Atoms for Peace
was that reactor grade plutonium, pro-
duced by the operation of an ordinary
nuclear power station, was totally un-
suitable for bombs. it may not be as
powerful as those equipped with spe-
cially prepared military plutonium, but
it would still be equivalent to the Hiro-
shima bomb. All doubts about the mili-
tary suitability of reactor-grade plu-
tonium vanished when America test-
ed such a bomb in Nevada in 1977.
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Non-Proliferation Treaty
When it became clear to the major

powers that nuclear weapons were
spreading around the world, and
under the impetus of Chinese atomic
tests, international controls on wea-
pons proliferation were formalised in
the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty
(NNPT). This was signed in 1968, with
the overseeing function invested in
the International Atomic Energy
Agency.

There is a basic contradiction in the
NNPT which makes it ineffective in
controlling nuclear weapons prolifer-
ation. lt aims to halt the spread of
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nuclear weapons while encouraging
the spread of civil technology from
which bomb capability can be derived.
The Treaty's conditions are hardly
rigorous. Countries without nuclear
weapons are barred from making
them, but there is nothing to stop them
assembling the components. Signitor-
ies can withdraw with 3 months notice.
It can take only days to assemble
components into weapons.
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Even so, only half the nations on
earth have signed the treaty. India re-
fused to sign unless the major powers
disarmed. It saw the NNPT as an
attempt by the nuclear weapons states
to preserve the balance of power in
their favour while continuing to build
up nuclear stockpiles. Indeed, nuclear
weapons proliferation controls con-
tain the arguably racist assumption
that third world countries are un-
stable, irresponsible and should not be
trusted with a nuclear weapons capa-
bility, while such weapons are accep-
table in the hands of the ‘responsible’
superpowers.

The NNPT benefits those countries
with enrichment and reprocessing
facilities—the keys to bomb produc-
tion. Countries can obtain reactors but
are obliged to buy enriched uranium
from, and send spent fuel for repro-
cessing to, countries which are signi-
tories. Even so, France, with both en-
richment and reprocessing plants,
operates outside the treaty, having re-
fused to sign, and has made contro-
versial deals with Iraq and Pakistan.

Who Has the Bomb?
As a result of declining domestic

markets for nuclear power stations,
nuclear countries have scrambled to
find export markets overseas, notably
in third world countries. Fierce compe-
tition has resulted, in the words of one
commentator, in ‘trade wars that could
lead to nuclear wars’. Since 1968, the
number of countries with bomb capa-
bility has trebled. The paths taken by
these countries have been various, but
have relied upon the provision of tech-
nology developed in the civil nuclear
fuel cycle.

South Africa, for example, has re-
ceived aid from all the major nuclear
countries in developing its civil nu-
clear programme: the US (2 research
reactors and training for staff); UK
(enriched uranium for the first reac-
tor); West Germany (built the Valin-
daba enrichment plant, and has been
collaborating militarily for years);
Iran under the Shah (financial assis-
tance in return for 14,000 tons of en-
riched uranium) and France (2 nuclear
power stations).

At the opening of the first reactor,
Prime Minister Voerward unmistak-
ably declared South Africa’s military
intentions for its nuclear programme.
This obviously did not deter future
deals. Political and commercial con-
siderations outweighed concern about
proliferation.

South Africa has access to Nami-
bian uranium deposits through its ille-
gal occupation of that country. It
built the Valindaba plant in a bid to
join the ranks of enriched uranium ex-
porters. The plant has also given it the
capacity to make nuclear weapons. In
the face of growing international oppo-
sition to its racist regime, achieving a
nuclear weapons capability is a way of
both buying off international pressure
and deterring neighbour states from
aiding opponents to its regime.

One model of South Africa’s enrich-
ment facilities suggested that it could
produce slightly more bomb-grade en-
riched uranium every year than would
be required to make a Hiroshima-sized
bomb. In September 1979, an event
was detected in the South Atlantic
which has been identified almost
certainly as a South African nuclear
test.

Without western involvement in
South Africa’s nuclear programme, it
would not have nuclear weapons.

Nuclear Flashpoints
Around the world are groupings of

countries within which exist political
and economic tension: ideological
differences, and competition for terri-
tory and resources. In several areas,
this tension has been heightened by
the acquisition of nuclear bomb capa-
bility through purchases of nuclear
power technology.
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The clearest example of how civil
nuclear programmes can provide a
‘smokescreen’ for military develop-
ment is that of India and Pakistan.

India went into the Nuclear field
very early, its first reactor at Trombay
going critical in 1956. The Canadians
also built a second larger reactor. This
CANDU reactor uses natural uranium,
and can produce a lot of plutonium if
required. India also acquired a pluton-
ium separation plant.
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The number of countries with nuclear
reactors.

Over these years, India stated an in-
terest in nuclear explosions for ‘peace-
ful’ purposes, such as dam excava-
tion. When China exploded a nuclear
weapon, India however made clear its
intention to reserve the option of
making nuclear weapons.
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In May, 1974, India exploded a 15
kiloton bomb in the Rajasthan Desert,
still insisting that it was a ‘peaceful’
atomic test. The plutonium had come
from the CAN DU reactor.

International reaction was swift.
Canada immediately cut off aid
(though this was later forthcoming
from other quarters, notably France)
and in 1976, Canada halted the export
of reactors and uranium. The facade of
‘Atoms for Peace’ had been irrevoc-
ably shattered.

Pakistan
Pakistan reacted by accelerating its

nuclear programme. It already had a
pilot reprocessing plant, CANDU re-
search and electricity-producing reac-
tors and plans for 20 more nuclear
power stations. In 1976, it negotiated
with France to buy a reprocessing
plant, but US pressure halted the sale.
There is evidence that this plant is
still being built in secret, and that a
bomb test site is being prepared. It is
estimated that Pakistan could have a
bomb in 1 year.

In 1979, it was revealed that a Paki-
stani scientist had stolen designs for a
uranium enrichment plant, and the
government had set about acquiring
the components on the open market.
Since Pakistan’s reactors were to use
natural uranium, it was assumed that
its intentions were military. The US
cut off aid, but Pakistan has not been
short of money for its nuclear pro-
gramme. Libya gave $5 million in
1972 to develop nuclear weapons —
Libya has never made secret its desire
to acquire civil nuclear technology to
further its military aims.
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Iraq
In response, Arab countries, apart

from investing in Pakistan’s nuclear
programme, have begun to move to-
wards their own nuclear weapons
capabilities. Iraq, probably the most
advanced, has 10 years of experience
in nuclear reactors through its Soviet-
built research centre (proliferation
controls on Soviet reactors are far
stricter than those imposed by such
countries as France, and it is diffi-
cult to use them for anything other
than their intended function). France
has just completed a 70 MW reactor,
and supplied a stock of highly enriched
uranium. CIA sources suggest that
once this is operational, it will be only
a short time before Iraq has the bomb
which is presumably why the reactor
was bombed in the recent Iran-Iraq
war.

Iraq also has co-operation agree-
ments with India and Brazil, and is re-
ported to have signed a secret deal
with Brazil for plutonium, to be sup-
plied once West Germany has comple-
ted its 1975 contract to build an entire
nuclear fuel cycle for Brazil.
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Tension between Israel and its near-
er Moslem neighbours has also been
fuelled by the development of nuclear
weapons.

By 1973, the CIA estimated that
Israel had a small nuclear arsenal.
Weapons-grade plutonium had been
extracted from the French-built reac-
tor at Dimona, and France had also
helped by allowing Israeli scientists to
study the French nuclear programme
and atomic tests. The original enriched
uranium fuel for Dimona was stolen —
a fact which the European watchdog
EURATOM covered up for 10 years.
Subsequent fuel has come from South
Africa. These two countries have
collaborated to fill each other’s gaps in
nuclear matters.

In the 1973 war, Israel was at the
point of defeat. It blackmailed the US

intciéiairlifting conventional arms by
threatening to use its nuclear wea-
pons. The result of that war justified
lsrael’s decision to use the potential
afforded by Dimona. This illustrates
the military benefits to be obtained
from nuclear technology. It also
suggests that for some governments,
the use of nuclear weapons may be a
realistic option. The development of
nuclear power in western countries is
therefore contributing directly to an in-
creased threat of nuclear war in some
part of the world.

The Nuclear State
To minimise disruption at nuclear

power facilities, trade union rights are
restricted. Political control can also be
exercised through the manipulation of
the large amounts of capital that
nuclear power demands— e.g. reduc-
ing investment in the coal industry to
control militant miners. The central-
isation of energy production in nuclear
stations allows other forms of manipu-
lation, e.g. selective electricity cuts in
parts of France resisting the introduc-
tion of nuclear stations. Nuclear power
also creates an elite of ‘experts’, in the
face of which people feel powerless —
an attitude benefitting that controll-
ing elite. These features make nuclear
power attractive to repressive re-
gimes, quite apart from its military
uses.

l

Britain has not participated directly
in reactor sales abroad — No foreign
order has been placed for 20 years,
due to its adoption of gas-cooled tech-
nology. lt does participate in the en-
richment and reprocessing markets,
through British Nuclear Fuels Ltd.
BNFL owns a reprocessing plant at
Windscale, the Capenhurst enrich-
ment plant and has a Vs share in
URENCO, which operates another
enrichment plant at Capenhurst.

Given the current British situation of
massive overcapacity in electricity
generation, falling demand, dubious
economics and competition for scarce
financial resources, it becomes clear-
er that the pressures keeping the civil
nuclear power programme going have
some force behind them... the force of
arms.

It is revealing that the list of 3rd
world countries which have invested in
nuclear power over the last 10 years
reads like a who’s who of repressive
and/or military regimes: Brazil, Ar-
gentina, South Africa, Phillipines,
Chile and Indonesia. Western govern-
ments and multinationals are supply-
ing nuclear technology, often with
massive financial aid from bilateral
agencies, to those countries with
appalling attitudes to human rights
and political freedom. South Africa is a
stark example. The reasons for this in-
terest in part mirror arguments used
against nuclear power in ‘liberal’ first
world countries: nuclear power is a
political tool par excellence. The
hazards of operation of the nuclear fuel
cycle, the possibility of ‘terrorists’
attack on nuclear installations and the
potential use of nuclear materials for
bombs are presumed to justify secrecy
and security measures. The creation of
an armed police force like the UKAEA
Special Constables, with powers of
search and arrest, phone tapping,
letter opening, positive vetting and
surveillance are all justified by the
need for security, but could be used
against political dissidents, whether
they live in Clapham or Chile.

The Weapons Capability of Non Signatories
of the Non Proliferation Treaty

I

Country
France
China
Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Cuba
India
Israel
North Korea
Pakistan
Portugal
Saudia Arabia
South Africa
Spain
Tanzania
North Vietnam
Zambia

Weapons capability
Weapons capability

Near to having weapons capability
Near to having weapons capability

Weapons capability
Weapons capability

Near to having weapons capability

Weapons capability
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BNFL’s Involvement. In 1975, David Rosenbaum, report-
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clear submarine fleet.

Windscale reprocesses spent reac-
tor fuel. lt also performs the import-
ant military function of reprocessing
the plutonium in warheads every 10
years or so, and purifying the repro-
cessed plutonium up to weapon grade
material, BNFL can account for 10
tonnes of the plutonium produced by
the civil programme, whereas calcula-
tions point to about 30 tonnes having
been produced. The missing 20 tonnes
has presumably ended up in war-
heads.

The final solution
The IN FCE report, recording 2 years

investigation of such issues, concluded
that there was no technical solution to
the problem of proliferation of nuclear
weapons resulting from civil tech-
nology. The solution had to be ‘poli-
tical’. ln the past, ‘political’ solu-
tions, such as the Non Proliferation
Treaty, have not worked. Pressure
from multinationals, Frist World gov-
ernments, the military in all countries
and the desire of non-nuclear weapons
countries for political parity with nu-
clear states, have all combined to pro-
duce a literally explosive mixture.

The only way to stop the spread of
nuclear weapons would be to stop nu-
clear power altogether, a view which
was surprisingly endorsed by Dr. Mar-
shall (Chairman of UKAEA) at a con-
ference in 1980.

materials and passed this judgement:-
The sad truth is we've opened

Pandora's Box, and there is no way
to return to a world safe from nu-
clear weapons... Atoms for Peace
may turn out to be one of the stu-
pidest ideas of our time".

Paths to the Bomb
"It is a fact that none of today's nu-
clear weapons powers used the level of
civil nuclear energy as a route to their
objectives. "

BN FL December 1978

"The spread of nuclear power will in-
evitably facilitate the spread of the
ability to make nuclear weapons... the
proliferation problein is serious and
will not go away by refusing to ac-
knowledge it”.

FIower's Commission 1976
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This article is based on an exhibi-

tion on the links between civil nuclear
power and nuclear weapons produced
by SCRAM. The exhibition costs £3
+ carriage to hire and £5 + carriage
to buy. Available from SCRAM, 30
Frederick Street, Edinburgh 2.

The week of 4th-11th May sees the
launching of what is probably the most
concerted and broad-based action ever
undertaken against multinational cor-
porations. It is an International Week
of Action against mining multination-
als, called last summer at the Survi-
val Gathering in S. Dakota, USA.
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Supported by numerous groups,
particularly Third World, Anti-Apar-
theid and Anti-Nuclear Groups (in-
cluding SCRAM & ANC), the Week of
Action in Britain focusses on the Bri-
tish-based multinational mining giant
Rio Tinto Zinc. RTZ embodies all that
is worst in the manipulation, exploita-
tion and oppression of indigenous
peoples throughout the world by
mining multinationals. 1

It is particularly appropriate that
this Week of Action immediately pre-
cedes the Torness Week (9th-17th), as
RTZ supplies well over half the uran-
ium for Britain’s nuclear programme.
The bulk of this (about 45% of Bri-
tain’s total) comes from the RTZ
Rossing mine in Namibia.

Namibia is illegally occupied by
S.A., in defiance of a United Nation's
Decree, which means that all uranium
mined there is exported in breach of
international law.

Various actions are planned for the
Week. An anti-recruitment campaign
has already been launched in several
British universities; there will be pub-
lic meetings, films, slides etc., in
many towns; a teach-in is being held
at the RTZ lead smelter at Avonmouth;
the RTZ tin smelter at Capper Pass,
near Hull, will be picketed, as will
electricity board show-rooms and
offices throughout the country. The
main focus of the Week will be a hear-
ing or Tribunal to be held in London,
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which will hopefully be attended by
representatives of peoples directly
affected by RTZ mining activities in
many parts of the world.

Badges and posters are already
available — either from SCRAM, or
from PARTIZANS, (People Against
RTZ and Subsidiaries), PO Box 797,
5 Caledonian, Rd., London N1, or from
CIMRA, 218 Liverpool Rd., London
N1. Tel. 01-609-1852. Also from
PARTIZANS, stickers and a booklet
with full back-ground information on
RTZ will be available soon. General
leaflets on RTZ and the Week of
Action are available from Third
World First, 29 Bleinheim Terrace,
Leeds. Tel. 0532-30151 .

PARTIZANS is the national co-
ordinating group for the RTZ Week of
Action.
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On 6th January 1981, a fire broke
out in a trench storage facility for high
level radioactive waste at Cap La
Hague — the French reprocessing
plant near Cherbourg on the Nor-
mandy coast.

The main union at the site, the C.F.-
D.T., had demanded checks on the
storage trenches in the north west cor-
ner of the site a year before, including
a permanently attended alarm system.
Nothing had been done by COGEMA,
the company which runs the plant,
and although the fire began at 5 a.m.,
it was not properly detected until
10 a.m. The union demanded evacua-
tion of the building downwind from the
storage tank at 1.30 p.m., but this was
ignored, and the workers continued as
normal until 4.30 p.m., when they
went home.

19 workers close to the north west
corner of the site were contaminated
and one painter received a dose of 6
rems (5 rems is the maximum permitt-
ed yearly dose). Higher levels of
caesium than normal were measured
inside certain buildings because the
air system was pumping contaminated
air in. The workers were suspicious
about other radiation hazards since,
in the past, the management has ad-
mitted releases of caesium, because
that is the least dangerous radio nu-
cleide. However, the workers have
strong reason to believe that the es-
cape of plutonium and strontium has
taken place undeclared. At the peri-
meter fence on the 6th January 1981, a
level of radiation was observed to be
ten times higher than the limit.
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Three hundred vehicles had to be
decontaminated on 7th January, al-
though this was only done after the
union put pressure on the manage-
ment. On 9th January, 1200 workers at
La Hague demonstrated outside the
director's office to demand proper in-
formation about accidents, and more
stringent application of regulations,
both on personal radiation levels and
on rapid evacuation procedures.

Risks Minimised
At this time, the management still

had no answer to the sudden fire in the
waste storage. No further instrumen-
tation had been installed (as requested
by the union) to measure exactly
was being put in the trench, and what
volume was there. The attitude of
COGEMA was to minimise the inci-
dent: "La Hague is less dangerous
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than a factory making women's
clothes. Statistics can prove it”, de-
clared M. Delange, the director of La
Hague. This is after a year of inci-
dents, including 2 fires, as well as a
complete breakdown of the electricity
supply for several hours, endanger-
ing the safety of the cooling system for
the waste (15th April 1980).

 Demands
On 13th January 1981, the results of

tests were revealed, showing that
some alpha rays were emitted, sugges-
ting plutonium escape. A union
commission was set up to investigate
this. The C.F.D.T. had already com-
plained that not enough information
was given about strontium and plu-
tonium releases. The C.F.D.T. has
taken a militant line in insisting on
their right to information and as much
safety as possible for their workers at
La Hague. Since COGEMA became a
private company (it was sold off by
the French State) conditions have
bcome even worse. "It is intolerable
that because of a political desire to
show they are in control of the situa-
tion, they expose the workers to risks
which could affect them physically in
the-future". Frequent reports made by
the C.F.D.T. show they have reason to
make such bald statements.

They demand:
1. That union representatives be

allowed to stop machines that
are dangerous. _

2. That information on the safety
of the installation is open to
workers.
That individual records be held
by each worker of hislher radia-
tion levels.

. That an epidemological study be
done on nuclear industry work-
ers in France.

Windscale
in Britain, the G&MWU has been

trying to make conditions for workers
at Windscale better. BN FL (the state-
owned company which runs Wind-
scale) has not always been co-opera-
tive. Last year, G&MWU proposed
that supervisors should rectify poten-
tially hazardous situations without
waiting for the alarm to be sounded.
BN FL replied that supervisors were al-
ready instructed ‘properly’, and the
matter could always be taken up at the
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time with ‘higher levels of manage-
ment‘.

Like at La Hague, management at
Windscale do not consider evacuation
a likely possibility, although there
have been serious incidents at Wind-
scale too. Queries from the G&MWU
are frequently passed from the works
at Windscale to the BNFL Health &
Safety Committee. In the same way,
COGEMA at La Hague refuses to
comment on certain areas, referring to
the Government Safety Committee in
Paris. There, however, very little in-
formation is released, as was shown
when one demonstrator, Brice Lal-
onde, went to demand to see the safety
report on storage of waste at La
Hague, on the day after the fire. He
was refused after a day's wait, on the
grounds that "the peaceful debate be-
tween experts must be guaranteed ".

Evidently a great deal of pressure
will have to come from unions before
any information will be forthcoming
from either government or manage-
ment in the reprocessingindustry. In
France, the CFDT is highly critical of
the provisional storage of waste, and
the careless way in which it is done. It
does not wish to see any more import-
ed nuclear waste arriving at La Hague.

Pressure Needed
It is time the British unions involved

at Windscale took a stronger stand on
the health and safety of their workers.
The CFDT have not succeeded in their
struggle yet, but they have their foot
in management's door, and they are
strong enough not to have that door
slammed in their face. Windscale is
no less dangerous and Irresponsible
than La Hague, (a recent report from
PERG shows that it is worse but well
hidden from the public eye.)

Serious accidents at either La Hague
or Windscale would affect huge areas
of both countries — La Hague is near-
er to London than to Paris) Trade
Unionists who demand safety at nu-
clear installations are protecting them-
selves, their relatives, and their whole
society.

Good reading: Near Miss: Agenot 82,
70p from Smiling Sun or mail order
(P310 209)-
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Wave Energy
Wave energy research continues at

a somewhat leisurely pace. Funding
has been increasing steadily over the
years, as have the number of wave
energy devices, but the true test of the
government's commitment has yet to
come — the decision to build full scale
prototypes.

Government thinking is to narrow
down the field in 1983/4 to one device,
into which all the effort will then be
channelled. This could, however, turn
out to be an unwise course of action. A
feature of wave energy devices is that
they are made up of relatively small
units which can usefully be employed
either singly on in short strings. They
do not require the same commitment
of resources as a prototype nuclear
reactor of 1300MW at £1300m.

With full scale wave energy de-
vices of 1-20MW it makes sense to
continue the development of several
at the same time. This will minimise
the risks of going for the wrong one,
and also recognise that different de-
vices are probably suited to different
environments. An ideal plan would
seem to be the supply of electri-
city for the islands of Scotland or may-
be the Scilly Isles.

Half Submerged Submarine
Government funding has already

been narrowed down to work on the
Lancaster flexible air bag, the Bristol
cylinder, and the oscillating water
column, with some additional basic
work. The Lancaster flexible air bag is
a relative newcomer. It differs radi-
cally from most of the other devices. It
lays end on to the waves, like a half
submerged submarine.

The concept is for a 200m long
concrete structure with a flexible
rubber bag along its length below the
water level. The pressure of the waves
collapses the bag forcing air along a
high pressure duct to drive an air tur-
bine. The bag fills again in the wave
trough with air from the low pressure
side of the turbine in a closed system.

Lying end-on to the waves, the device
should take less of a battering than
other devices.
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i
The operational cycle
of the flexible air bag.

Unlike Steven SaIter’s nodding
ducks, which can extract 90% of the
energy from the Waves, the Lancas-
ter flexible air bags extract a much
smaller proportion of the total energy
in a wave front. It will, though, be
possible to place a second line behind
the first to capture some of the remain-
ing energy. it is claimed that 400 Lan-
caster flexible air bag devices sited in
water at least 50m deep off the Outer
Hebrides would have a peak output of
2,000MW or a mean annual power of
500MW. Current demand for baseload
electricity in the UK is 10,000-
25,000MW.

‘WW’

unit (kwh), about 2/3 capital cost and
1/3 running cost -- the fuel though is
free. These figures make wave energy
competitive with oil and the gap with
coal and nuclear is narrowing rapidly.
Indeed the cost estimates for all
wave energy figures has been coming
down from the early figures of 20-30p
per unit to generally lie in the range
4-8p per unit.

New Power Takes Off
In most wave energy devices the up

and down motion of the wave is con-
verted into useful energy (electricity)
by pumping liquid or air through a tur-
bine. Now a new idea has entered the
scene whereby the movement created
by the waves is converted directly into
electricity. Steven Salter at Edinburgh
University is studying the use of 17
tonne gryroscopes placed in his
00139109 ducks. Two gyroscopes spin-
ning at 1,500 rpm in the opposite direc-
tions will be placed in each ‘duck’. The
up and down movement of the ducks
each will create a third movement in
the gryroscope which will be trans-
formed into electricity. The entire unit
will be sealed off with only a cable
coming out of each duck. There will be
0° "'le$5Y Pumping along the spine of
the string of ducks.
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Water Boost
An important amendment to the

Energy Conservation Bill has had its
third reading in the House of Lords. It
seeks to amend section 60 of the
Water Resources Act 1963 which in-
hibits the use of water power by
making charges on the water used —
despite the fact that the water is put
back in the same volume and condition
as it was taken out.

At present Water Authorities can
waive the charges, but not when the
water is used as an energy source.
Having completed its stages in the
Lords the Energy Conservation Bill
now has to be introduced into the Com-
mons. _ _ _

The Bill's main p_i'OViSIOTIS would
give power for setting and enforcing
standards of energy efficiency and
safety for new gas appliances and new
appliances for space and water heat-
ing — certainly a step in the right
direction.

Energy Managerment,
February 1981

Heat Recovery
Artist's impression of ducks at sea. A £50,009 Waste heat 1'99-°V9"Y

A Word of Caution
The Lancaster flexible air bag is

still at an early stage of development
and it is hoped it will fulfill its
promises, one of which is for cheaper
power. The cost of electricity from this
system has been independently ass-
essed to lie in the range 4-6p per
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Wave energy devices will not pro-
vide us with all the electricity we need.
A recent re-evaluation suggests that
30,000MW (annual average) of energy
is available off the British coastline,
although conversion losses would re-
duc_e this to perhaps 10,000MW of
delivered electricity. This is till never-
theless a substantial resource, and one
which will last forever. it should not be
ignored.

There is no doubt that the problems
of getting wave energy off the ground
— and into the sea — are still formid-
able, but certainly not as daunting as
trying to get nuclear power to work.
The main barrier now to a rapid devel-
opment of wave energy probably lies
in institutional resistance. It is to be
hoped this will not prove more in-
surmountable than the technical pro-
blems.

system has been installed at Berk
Spencer Acids plant in Stratford, Lon-
don as part of the Government's
Energy Conservation Demonstration
Project. There are 70 such projects
under the scheme. The Berk Spencer
system recovers heat from the absorp-
tion stage of the production of sul-
phuric acid, which ls then put to work
pre-heating the feed water to a waste
heatbofler.

Monitoring of the scheme over a
period of 22 weeks has shown that it
will save £37,000 a year in energy
costs and will pay for itself in 16
months. ~*

Under the Demonstration Scheme,
the Government pays the user of novel
energy saving technology 25% of
capital and installation costs plus the
full cost of monitoring any energy
savings.

Energy Management, February 1981

Solar Power
The construction of Europe's first

solar power station, in Siciliy is now
completed. The station, called Euro-
elios, should achieve an output of
1MW within the next few months.
Euroelios has been built by a consor-
tium of German, French and Italian
companies atacost of £5 million. t

The station is based on the principle
of a tower collector. A computer con-
trols the direction of the 182 solar re-
flectors, so that they reflect sunlight
towards a radiation receiver in the
central tower. The collected energy is
stored in a salt reservoir before it is
used to generate steam. This drives a
turbine which in turn drives a genera-
tor.

' New Scientist, 5.3.81
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ONE PILOT STUDY PROPOSED
—-BUT A MAJOR PROGRAMME

URGENTLY NEEDED

CHP
The slow process of implementing

the recommendations of the Marshall
Report of 1979 continues. Out of the
18 or so local authorities who express-
ed an interest in Combined Heat and
PowerlDistrict Heating (CHPIDH)
schemes last year a short list of nine
has recently been" announced. Those
areas still being considered are Bel-
fast, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Leicester,
London (two locations), Manchester,
Newcastle and Sheffield.

These areas all comply with three
conditions laid down by the Depart-
ment of Energy; a high density heat
load, a local power station site, and a
high level of interest from the local
authority.

A consultant will now be appoint-
ed for each of these areas, who will
carry out a detailed feasibility study.
By the end of the year the Depart-
ment of Energy hope to be in a posi-
tion to grade the areas according to
suitability. The one or more areas
considered most suitable will then
undergo a detailed design study.

I
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Heat Exchanger
A simple innovation could revol-

utionise the traditional methods of
heating and ventilation in the house.
The machine, a heat exchanger, sucks
out stale air in the house, retains the
air’s heat and pushes out the cold
stale air from the building. Fresh air is
pulled in through wall ventilators and
is passed over the heat exchanger to
be warmed to room temperature by the
heat which has been removed from the
stale air.

This means that for less than the
cost of heating a one-bar electric fire,
the machine can maintain the level of
warmth and freshness inside the room
without the need for a continuous main
source of heat such as radiator or
fire. lt also eliminates the need to open
windows for fresh air.

Another advantage of the system is
that it effectively draws moisture
from the air, stopping condensation
build-up in the house.

Glasgow District Council, who are
about to put the system into a house in
the city for tests, hope that it may
prove the solution to one of the city's
major problems. So far the many
houses within the city which suffer
from dampness have been difficult to
treat and the methods involved are ex-
pensive and not very effective.

At present there are no sets of fi-
gures for how much it would cost to
install the system in a house. _

Scotsman, 10.3.81

Methane
The Greater London Council 'is

thinking of utilising the methane gas
produced at a 70 acre refuse landfill
site in Aveley, Essex. The local people
were complaining about the smell from
the site at the time when the GLC was
taking part in a nationwide investiga-
tion into the extraction of methane gas
at landfill sites. Tests carried out by
the GLC and the National Coal Board
revealed high levels of methane. Since
1978 studies have been made to dis-
cover how best to extract the gas and
use it as a source of energy.

It has been estimated that at least
900 million cubic feet (5 million
therms) a year could be extracted for
up to 15 years. The scheme would in-
volve sinking about a dozen boreholes
and constructing a grid of mobile
collector pipes — necessary because
the site will continue to be used as a
landfill area for the next five years.
The gas would then be piped to the
user from a fixed extraction plant on
site. First indications show that rate-
payers could benefit by several hun-
dred thousand pounds a year.

Approval of the proposals are sub-
ject to agreement by the GLC Finance
and Establishment Committee.

Energy Management, February 1981
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Feminism &
Nuclear Power

Ain't nowhere we can run - a handbook
for women on the nuclear mentality.
Susan Koen and Nina Swaim, The
Crossing Press, New York, 1980.
[Available soon from SCRAM price
around £1.50].

This book is composed of four sections.
The first poses the question of how nuclear
madness and feminism are related. The
issues it raises are important ones and the
points made extremely valid, but I was
disappointed that they were not expanded
more fully. It looks very specifically at how
we, as women, are affected by the nuclear
programmes and shows that women and
children are, yet again, the victims of
patriarchal machinery.

The second section is in many ways the
most surprising. The "stars" of the move-
ment — what it describes as "women who
have been in the forefront" -- make per-
sonal statements about their involvement
and their particular issue. I felt veryun-
comfortable with this section. It is inter-
esting to read other womens’ personal
statements and to make these very strong
links between the personal and the politi-
cal, but l found it difficult to identify with.
The concept of holding up "examples" is a
strange one and I felt that a great deal of
the feminist theory was lost at this point.

I had high expectations for the third
section. It contains extracts from a dis-
cussion between fourteen women in New
Hampshire. The reason given for its inclu-
sion is "to give credit to women who are
working at the grass roots level". I find
this rationale rather strange and in direct
opposition to feminist ways of working.
The discussion starts with the question
"Why as women have we become involved
with the issue of nuclear power, especially
when there are so many other issues fac-
ing us — such as rape, abortion, battered
women, job discrimination, and sexism in
general". Each of the women makes a per-
sonal statement. Again, interesting but
somehow not enough. I didn't feel that the
question was really answered (maybe there
are no answers!) and would have liked to
see more emphasis on the links between
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these issues and an analysis of the system
within which these atrocities are allowed to
fester.

The final section looks at the whole area
of "Eco-feminism" and calls for radical
changes in the system. Margaret Thatcher
is described as "Prime Minister of Eng-
land" — were that only the case! Some
very practical experience is passed on
about setting up a group. There is a strong
focus on the strengths of women working
together - how all our skills can be shared
and used to fight the nuclear threat.

The book is nicely illustrated and well
designed. Despite my criticisms I think it
is worth reading. It's the only book I've
seen which attempts to put a feminist per-
spective on the nuclear question. I think
that my frustrations only show how des-
perately Iwe need more books of this kind
to be made available.

Marion Levitt
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WHY WE NEED
ACTION
NOT WORDS
A CND PAMPHLET 50
By Betty England p

Disarmament
British Nuclear Disarmament - Why
we need action not words, Betty Eng-
land, CND, 1981, 50p [+15p p&p
from SCRAM mail order].

In this excellent pamphlet Betty England
provides one of the most clearly written
cases for British nuclear disarmament. She
examines the history of nuclear weapons in
Britain showing how the philosophy for
their use has changed and in consequence
the dangers multiplied. The deterrence
effect of merely having nuclear weapons
has been overtaken by plans to actually
use nuclear weapons in a first strike. The
major roles played by the US and NATO
are highlighted. Britain has become a
pawn in the hands of both NATO and the
US - a pawn that can be sacrificed in a
theatre nuclear war.

At an early point Betty England poses a
number of questions used to argue against
disarmament. For instance "If the deter-
rent were never weakened the Russians
would overrun the West." This is carefully
examined and shown to be a myth (pro-
bably propagated to support an aggresive
defence policy). In the words of the 1980
Defense White Paper "We have no reason
to believe that the present Soviet leaders
are deliberately planning to attack NATO".
Indeed, throughout the pamphlet Betty
England makes good use of quotes from
authoritative and official sources.

The final chapter draws together the
strands to show that multilateral disarma-
ment is not on the horizon and hence why
we must now take unilateral action. The
"action not words" in the title of the pam-

phlet refers to CND mobilising support and
to the TUC and the Labour Party doing
more than just passing resolutions. it is
perhaps a little unfortunate that this title
can be read in two ways, resulting in the
belief that the pamphlet is more about how
to take action rather than why action is
necessary.

This small point aside the pamphlet
does an admirable job in its 23 pages.
Questions raised in opposition to nuclear
disarmament are answered in a clear,
concise, unemotional way. The pamphlet
is easy to read and should be essential
reading for all campaigners who are ever in
a position to have to argue the case, as
well as for anyone who remains uncon-
vinced. At only 50p there is no excuse.

Duncan Laxen

From Hiroshima *
to Harrisburg

From Hiroshima to Harrisburg: The
Unholy Alliance, Jim Garrison, SCM
Press Ltd., 1980. £5.50 [+ 60p. p&p
from SCRAM mail order].

This book traces the development of the
‘nuclear age’ from its military origins
through to the widespread use of nuclear
power for electricity generation. The
book's main aims appear to be two-fold.
Firstly, to establish that civil and military
nuclear technology are indivisible and,
secondly, that the nuclear technology
has had a distorting impact upon the
‘collective psyche’ producing ‘psychic
numbing’ leading to ‘death immersion’
and ‘collective paranoia’. This paranoia
being seen as the driving force behind the
arms race.

To the author, this psychic imbalance is
manifest in three forms which can be
roughly seen to correlate to dedicated nu-
clear proponents, concerned citizens and
anti-nukes. These are: 1. identification with
the bomb and nuclear technology in gen-
eral, 2. muddling through - a mixture of
guilt and acceptance of nuclear technology
and 3. ‘Opening up’ - the realisation of the
totality of the threat posed to humanity by
nuclear technology, a transcendence of
‘death immersion’ and the discovery of a
‘life mission’ in opposing nuclear power
through non-violent, non-cooperation with
the authorities responsible tor it. The
liberal usage of psychological and psycho-
analytical concepts in the book give it the
air of a down market attempt at societal
psychoanalysis. This is one of the many
unfortunate aspects of the book for the ill-
defined and sloppy usage of these con-
cepts detracts totally from one which,
applied more rigorously, could hold much
promise.

The consequences of sensationalism,
the sloppy, and at times wildly inaccurate,
use of figures and psychological concepts
means that the book fails to convincingly
establish either of the main points it seeks
to substantiate. To the reader familiar with
popular journalistic styles the book should
provide a readable horror story on the nu-
clear issue. To the more discerning its
weaknesses must more than outweigh its
strengths and it cannot be recommended
other than as an example of how not to
try and establish the links between nuclear
weapons and reactors (within a context of
collective paranoia.).

Ian Welsh
I
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Torness
D056 Limit Campaigner SCRAM

The Radiation Hazards Campaign
has started up a newsletter called Dose
Limit. It aims to be a focus for the cam-
paign against the proposed relaxations
in the radiation standards and to deal
more generally with the health hazards
of exposure to low-level ionising radia-
tion.

It will contain news items on radia-
tion, news from groups campaigning
on the issue and longer articles anal-
ysing the scientific information on
radiation effects.

The subscription for 6 issues is £2.
We plan a year's trial, so back issues
will be sent for those subscribing later
in the year. Subs should be sent to:-

Radiation Hazards Campaign, 25
Kestrel Avenue, Herne Hill, London
SE24.

Leaflets
Ecoropa is going to stop producing

their leaflets; ‘Nuclear Power -— the
Facts’ and ‘Radiation — the Facts...’,
due to the high cost of having to pro-
duce them in smaller amounts. Be-
cause these leaflets have become a
standard item in the anti-nuclear cam-
paign they are prepared to continue
their production for a short time, to
enable those groups who wish to ob-
tain further stocks of their own to do
so. They also have a cheap range of
posters which sell at 10p each, which
will also be run down. Contact Ecoropa
P.O. Box 11, Godalming, Surrey.

Demonstrate
In response to the announcement

about the Muliwharchar inquiry
(whenever this happens) Dumfries
and Galloway Friends of the Earth,
and the Campaign Opposing Nuclear
Dumping are planning a demonstra-
tion in Dalmellington, starting from
the Loch Doon road end at 11 a.m.

This demonstration will be the
second Saturday after the announce-
ment, if this is made on a Monday,
Tuesday or Wednesday, or the third
Saturday after the announcement if
made on a Thursday or Friday. The-
aim is to make a quick response while
allowing reasonable time for organi-
saflonlpubfichy.

For further details contact Noel
Charlton at 09887-442.

Obituary
Mrs. Sheila Pease, SCRAM’s land-

lady for the past five years, died on
March 1st aged 86. Mrs. Pease gen-
erously provided SCRAM with cheap
office accommodation which enabled
SCRAM to mount its campaign against
nuclear power.

i

SCRAM is looking for another person
to work from the office in Edinburgh on
the campaign against Torness. Anyone
interested please contact the office
urgently. t F
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SUBSCRIBE TO THIS

MAGAZINE
If you have enjoyed reading this

magazine why not subscribe to it? Or
get your friends to. If you are part of a
local anti-nuclear group you can buy
the SCRAM Energy Bulletin at re-
duced rates -— and make some
money for your activities. Contact us
for details of bulk rates.

Subscription to the SCRAM Energy
Bulletin costs £4 a year for six issues.
Alternatively if you wish to join
SCRAM you can become a supporting
member which costs £6 a year. For
this you will receive the SCRAM Ene-
rgy Bulletin every two months and the
member's newsletter twice a year.

As we are always short of money, we
must stress that these are minimum
subscriptions. If you are able to give
more, please do so. If you feel able to
make a regular contribution to our
funds please complete the bankers
order form. We need the financial
certainty of standing orders to enable
us to plan for future activities.

—l _1 _— -_— fl— —— —QQ_.

SUBSCRIPTION FORM
/SCRAM MEMBERSHIP

-<our Name: ...................................... ..

Address: .......................................... ..

..........................

SCRAM Energy Bulletin Subscription only.
Annual sub for 6 issues:- Ordinary £4 El;
Foreign £6 money order El; Institutions
£9 El;
SCRAM Membership only.
Members receive a 6-monthly review of the
campaign. Annual membership:- Mini-
mum £2 III.
Supporting Membership [Combined].
Supporting members receive 6 issues of
the SCRAM Energy Bulletin and the 6-
monthly review. Supporting member-
ships:- Ordinary £6 U; Foreign £7 money
order El; Life(!) Membership £30 III;
Household £50 III .
Affiliation. Groups and organisations ar
invited to send for an Affiliation form III.

(D

After a couple of hectic weeks try-
ing to run the old office at the same
time as painting the new offices, we
moved into the fourth floor of 30 Fre-
derick Street, Edinburgh in the middle
of March. It is great to be working in a
light spacious environment after so
long in a basement. As our regular
subscribers will know we have launch-
ed an appeal to cover our moving ex-
penses. Although we have had a fairly
good response we still need more to
cover our costs.

We are hoping to raise £2000 by ask-
ing each of our supporters to give £1
each. Many people have already don-
ated more than this.

At the same time as the office move
we have been trying to reorganise
SCRAM. For a while we have been
aware that our weekly meetings tend
to be bogged down with business
matters. These meetings can be some-
what boring for newcomers. So we
are trying a new approach. The
SCRAM business meetings will in
future be every other Monday, and
will alternate with the meetings of an
Edinburgh-based campaign group.
Stop Torness, the name of the new
group, has been set up in co-operation
with other anti-nuclear groups in
Edinburgh. Please contact SCRAM to
find out when and where the next
Stop Torness meeting is.

-i-. - I <

BANKERS ORDER
PAYMENT

SCRAM CAMPAIGN FUNDS

Your Name: ...................................... ..

Address: .......................................... ..

..........................

To the Manager ...................... ..Bank,

Address ........................................... ..

............................AlC

Please pay on ........ ..(1st payment) to
Royal Bank of Scotland, 142 Princes Street,
Edinburgh (83-51 -00) the sum of
for the credit of SCRAM CAMPAIGN
FUND 262721 and make similar payments
monthlylyearly until cancelled.

Signed ................. ..Date ................... ..

 l



Audio-Visual aterial

l
Alternative Technology
Alternative Technology - An answer to the Energy Crisis? NATTA.
1980. - An attempt to put the energy situation in Britain in perspec-
tive and review the contribution that alternative energy sources
could make. £0.80 + 15p ...... ..

A Low Energy Strategy for the UK Leach. HED1979.
A very authoritative study - the strongest case for a non-nuclear
Britain. £7.50 + 90p ...... ..

Alternative Energy Strategy for the UK NCAT. 1979.
An outline scenario taking us towards the use of renewable energy
sources. £0.60 + 20p ...... ..

Community Heating Projects SERA1980.
An outline of the benefits of Combined Heat and Power.

£,.30 + 15p ...... ..

Conservation, Coal 81 CHP SCRAM (2nd. edition) 1980.
SCFiAM’s guide to the alternatives to nuclear power NOW. Also
available as an exhibition. £0.45 + 15p ...... ..

Energy? FoE Birmingham. 1979. -A
An excellent big broadsheet on energy efficiency, transitional sy-
stems and soft energytechnologies. £0.10 + 15p ...... ..

Energy: A Programme for the Inner City Green. 1980. Includes
advice on how to fund and manage an insulation project.

£1.20 + 15p ...... ..
J

Energy from the Waves Ross. Pergamon 1979.
A concise, largely non-technical account of current research and
development in the field of wave energy and its planned utilisation.

£2.90 + 40p ...... ..

Fuel’s Paradise - Energy Options for Britain Chapman. Penguin
1975. Classic book which explores the range of energy options
open to us. £1.60 + 30p ...... ..
Non-Nuclear Options for the U .K. SEHA1978.
Alternative technologies exist now. Change in policy is needed to
implement them. £0.55 + 20p ...... ..

Practical Solar Heating McCartney. 1978. A guide to self help
solar water heating. 513,95 + 50p ______ __

Sun Power McVeigh. Pergamon 1977. - A comprehensive treatment
of the history, developments and current applications of solar
energy utilisation. £4.95 + 50p ...... ..

Worldwatch Institute Booklets
Argue coherently for a non-nuclear energy future from an inter-
national perspective:

Energy: The Case for Conservation £1.00 + 20p ...... ..
Energy: Solar Prospect £1.00 + 20p ...... ..
Energy for Development in 3rd World £1.00 + 20p ...... ..
The Solar Energy Timetable £1.00 + 20p ...... ..

Your Solar Energy Home Howell. Pergamon 1979. Fully illustrated
guide to the domestic applications of solar energy including wind
and methane. £4.60 + 50p ...... ..

Films
Nuclear Madness
Film of a public meeting at which Dr. Helen Caldicott, paediatri-
cian, president of Physicians for Social Responsibility and leading
US anti-nuclear campaigner, speaks out against the horrors of the
atomic age. 25 minutes. Colour Sound.

[Hire only] Video £10.00 + carriage

OnSHe
Film of the 1979 Torness Gathering and occupation. In May 1979,
4000 people took over the site of Britain’s next nuclear power sta-
tion at Torness. "On Site” tells the story of the Torness Gathering
through speeches, songs, interviews and the actions of the occu-
piers. 30 minutes. Colour. Sound

[Hire only] 16mm £15.00 + carriage
8mm £15.00 + carriage

Video £10.00 + carriage

SCRAM - Open Door Film e
Produced by SCRAM and the BBC. Broadcast on BBC 2: uranium
mining in Orkney; Torness nuclear power station; waste dumping in
Galloway; Local people speak out against nuclear power. Film of
areas of Scotland threatened by the nuclear programme.

30 minutes. Colour. Sound.
[Hire only] 16mm £15.00 + carriage

Slideshovvs
The Case Against Nuclear Power V
A comprehensive slide show of 50 slides plus full notes, covering
the complete nuclear fuel cycle, weapons, alternatives and anti-
nuclear opposition. Hire £3.00 + carriage

Purchase £12.00 + carriage

Uranium - Keep it in the Ground y
20 slides plus full notes on uranium exploitation throughout the
world, from prospecting to fuel fabrication.

Hire £3.00 + carriage
Purchase £12.00 + carriage

Uranium Mining in Australia
A tape-slide show produced by Australian FoE on the environ-
mental and social impact of uranium mining on Aborigine land.
Slightly out of date (1978) but still very good.

Hire only £3.50 + carriage

Exhibitions
Conservation, Coal and CHP
The real alternatives to nuclear power - NOW. 10 A2 panels.

Hire £3.00 + carriage
Purchase £5.00 + carriage

Nuclear Questions
The main points against nuclear power. 7 A2 panels.

Hire £3.00 + carriage
Purchase £5.00 + carriage

Order Form
Any donation (large or small) on top of your payment will be much
appreciated and well used. Please allow us 21 days for delivery.

Name ................................. .. Sub Total Page 1 ................... ..
Sub Total Page 2 ................... ..

AdCll'8SS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Sub TQ[a| Page 3 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Sub Total Page 4 ................... ..

Q I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I i I I I I I I I I I I I U C I I I I I I I I-I

Donation’? ............. ..

GRAND TOTAL
‘—~ 4_
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SCRAM ‘s Mail Order service has been operating for the past three years. We have expanded it greatly over the past few months and now
offer a full range of books, leaflets, badges, stickers and much more.

This page contains all the publicity material, including Smiling Sun and Stop Torness goods. The centre two pages contain all the funda_-
mental books; they are subdivided into sections for easy reference. The back page lists books on Alternative Technology and our audio!
visual aids. Together, the list provides the most complete range of antl-nuclear material available in Britain.

We can offer discounts to groups for bulk orders - please ask for our wholesale price list.

Please tick the items you would like and fill in the form on the back page.  

Badges & Stickers
$m|l|ng Sun Goods
Add 12p postage for any Quantity up to 10. Bulk rates on reguest.

‘ 1|

Badges
Gaelic, English, Welsh and over 30 foreign languages (please
specify) £0.20 ...... ..

Stickers
Sheets of 20 ‘/2 " dia. (English or Welsh) £010 ______ __
Small 1% "dia. reflective for bikes etc. (English only). £0.25 ...... ..
Medium 4"dia. for exterior use. (Gaelic, English or Welsh)

£0.25 ....... ..
Medium 4"dia. for interior use. (English only). £0.30 ...... ..
Giant 18"dia. (English only). £1.25 + 25p ...... ..

Posters
Large A2 size suitable for placards. _ Single £0.30 + 12p ...... ..

Per10 £2.50 + 20p ...... ..

Envelope Stickers
Re-use and recycle with a smiley message Per 100

£0.95 [incl. postage] ...... ..

Stop Torness
Add postage as for Smiley Goods. y.it * ‘.. _ I

I , . -_

Badges .
Stop Torness13/4" dia. . £0.20 ...... ..

Stickers
Medium 4" dia. exterior £0.25 ...... ..

Medium 4" dia. interior £0.25 ...... ..

T-Shirts
Please circle size and colour.
Nuclear Power No Thanks
Yellow Smiling Sun on white T-shirt - Small/MediumlLargel
Extra Large. £2.50 + 30p ...... ..

I

The Only Safe Fast Breeder is a Rabbit
Small/MediumlLarge FiedIBlacklBlue .£2.75‘ + 20p ...... ..

 Leaflets
To cover printing and postage for the following leaflets Quantity
we ask a donation of 5p each, 30p for 10. Bulk rates
forgroups. ...... ..

What’s wrong with Nuclear Power?
A small handy leaflet: spells out the case against and alternatives.

Nuclear Power: The Plain Facts -
A straight question-answer sheet for the very beginner. ...... ..

Nuclear Waste: The Plain Facts
An invaluable and comprehensive assessment of nuclear waste and
its proposed disposal. ...... ..

Renewable Energy: The Plain Facts
Double page leaflet covering all the alternative technologies.

Torness & Nuclear Power SSEB answers questioned.
A reply to an SSEB leaflet, which clearly states the case against
Torness. ...... ..

Nuclear Britain
A map of existing and proposed sites. ...... ..

Powering the World
A New Internationalist wallchart which gives the pros and cons of
each potential energy source. ...... ..

Shedding Light on Energy Myths:
Another New Internationalist wallchart answering some questions
on energy. .3 ..... ..

Coal
A look at its use and potential developments. ...... ..

Consumer Campaign Information
Ask for the latest information on how to withhold the nuclear por-
tion of your electricity bill in the South of Scotland Area. ...... ..

Planning Guide
Notes to help new and established groups plan a programme of
action. ...... ..

Nuclear Times FoE1978 A newspaper... ...... ..

Concord Films List
List of films on hire about Nuclear and. Alternative Energy.

. D >
’ *% Scottish Campaign to Resist the Atomic Menace 2A Ainslie Place, Edinburgh 3.

&
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Nuclear Power
All-Atomic Comic Rifas. USA1977.
A very good lively introduction which explains the issues refresh-
ingly without jargon. Combination of cartoons and text.

£0.45 + 25p ...... ..

Anti-Nuclear Now or Never SANE (1980 improved edition).
This pamphlet written by and for students graphically outlines the
anti-nuclear case. £()_50 + 20p ______ _.

Energy Comics No. 1 Rifas. 1980.
Another lively comic from Educomics, including the mini hard vs.
soft. I £0.45 + 20p ...... ..

Fissile Society Patterson. ERR! FoE 1977.
Review of UK generating policy and the long-term consequences of
nuclear power. £3.00 + 40p ...... ..

Flowers Report CMnd 6618 HMSO1976.
The Royal Commission Report on nuclear power. invaluable and
authoritative reference book. £2.65 + 90p ...... ..

is Nuclear Power Necessary? Lovins. FoE1979.
A semitechnical paper drawing on worldwide research giving a
clear answer - NO. £1.60 + 20p ...... ..

No Nukes - everyone’s guide to Nuclear Power Anna Gyorgy. South
End Press 1979. A definitive survey of the nuclear issue, includinga
look at the alternatives. £4.95 + £1.20 ...... ..

Nuclear Energy Questions ISE. 1980.
A study pack containing booklets, wallcharts, a map, workbook and
tutors notes. Designed primarily for use in schools, youth clubs and
study groups. N £4.95 + 65p ...... ..

Nuclear Power Patterson. Penguin (1980 edition).
The essential introductory primer. £1.50 + 30p ...... ..

Nuclear Power: Anyone Interested SCRAM N .E. 1979.
A unique view of the issues through the medium of cartoons and
simpletext. £0.75 + 20p ...... ..

Q

Nuclear Power? No Thanks Cambridge FoE 1980.
A concise review of nuclear power in Britain, highlighting the al-
ternatives. £0.45 + 25p ...... ..

Nuclear Power for Beginners Croall 8 Sempier1979.
Witty and informative cartoon book. £1.80 + 40p ...... ..

Rethink Electric Conroy. FoE 1978.  
Demonstrates the huge surplus capacity of the generating boards.

Uranium
Keep it In The Ground WISEICIMRA.
Monthly newsletter. A digest of uranium news from throughout the
world. £0.30 + 10p ...... ..

Natural Peoples News CIMRA
Occasional newsletter. Covers land rights of indigenous peoples,
including exploitation bythe nuclear industry. £0.30 + 20p ...... ..

Back Issues £0.20 + 20p ...... ..

The Rossing File CAN UC 1980.
The inside story of Britain’s secret contract for Namibian Uranium.£0.60 + 25p ...... ..
Uranium Mining in Donegal Just Books. 1979.
The dangers and deceipts involved. £0.20 + 15p ...... ..

Windscale  
Planning and Plutonium TCPA1978.
David Hall, Jo Rotblat, Alice Stewart and others put their strong
case against Windscale. £1.95 + 35p ...... ..

What Choice Windscale? Conroy. FoE1978.
Summarises some of the main arguments put forward at the Wind-
scale inquiry and points the way to a less dangerous energy future.

£0.50 + 25p ...... ..

Windscale Fallout Breach. Penguin 1978.
Wide-ranging review of the Wi.ndscale Inquiry, with an index by
SCRAM. £0.90 + 30p ...... ..

Nuclear Waste

,’p-
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' £1.00+20p.....

Nuclear Waste for the Cheviots?1978.
49 questions answered on the threat of waste, dumping in North-
umberland. £0.25 + 15p ...... ..

Poison in our Hills SCRAM 1980.
The first inquiry on atomic waste burial. A day by day diary plus
valuable appendices. £1.80 + 25p ...... ..

The Muliwharchar Tapes
Two hours of highlights from the most farcical inquiry to be held in
this country yet. _ £3.75 + 25p ...... ..

Transcript £0.50 ....... ..

Torness
N0 need for-|-omessor Heysham B_ £020 + mp ______ H Torness: Keep it Green Flood. FoE1979.

The Big Risk Flood. FoE1980.
Well presented introduction to the nuclear debate.£0.95 + 20p .... ..

The Nuclear File FoE Birmingham 1980.
Contents include: Factsheets, Map, Leaflets, Colour Poster and

Well researched account of the Torness project and our growing
oppositionto it. £0.85 + 20p ...... ..

Hazards
-#1

Nuclear Madness Caldicott. USA1979.
A woman doctor’s personal view of the insidious hazards of the
atomic age. £2.50 + 40p ...... ..

P.W.R. Bulletin FoE. - A regular periodical about Pressurised
Water Reactors. £0.15 + 10p ....... ..

Radiation: Your Health at Risk RHIS. 1980. Facts about radiation
and the nuclearindustry. £0.50 + 20p ...... ..

The Explosion Niemann. Germany 1979. - A genuine pulp novel
which turned out nearly too true at Three Mile island.

£1.00 + 30p ...... ..

Political/Trade Union
Alternative Technology and the Politics of Technical Change
Dickson. 1974.
The history and attitudes towards technology and the political im-
plications. Concludes that we need to adopt fresh attitudes to tech-
nology. £1.25 + 30p ...... ..

Hazards of Nuclear Power Roberts & Medvedev. 1977.
A Socialist critique of nuclear power. Also the first account of the
Urals disaster. £0.95 + 20p ...... ..

Nuclear Disaster CIS Report 1978.
Damning critique of the nuicear industry revealing an unpleasant
but powerful shambles. £0.85 + 25p ...... ..

Nuclear Power: Why Not? SERA 1978.
A concise case against, particularly aimed at the Labour movement
in Britain. _ £0.30 + 20p ...... ..

Nuclear Prospects Flood. FoE-INCCL/CPRE1976.
Chilling outline of the implications of a large nuclear programme on
civil liberties. £0.80 + 25p ...... ..

Politics of Nuclear Power Elliot. Pluto 1978.
Written for trade unionists explaining present policies and how to
changethem. £1.95 + 35p ...... ..

The Nuclear State Jungk. Calder 1979. _
Personal account of the shift towards authoritarian states and
nuclear proliferation. £2.95 + 50p ...... ..

Trade Unions and Nuclear Power - an International Survey Dalton.
1980. A survey of world wide trade union opinion.£0.50 + 15p ..... ..

What working peopleshould know about the dangers of nuclear
power Halstead Pathfinder 1979.

wands at Risk K_N_O_ & HANQ1980 An old Vietnam campaigner writes about the nuclear fuel cycle and
A proposed NATO base and the possibility of nuclear waste disposal
are distill Ding pmspects for the Outer Hebr'deS' Workers Power Not Nuclear Power SWP 1980.

what trade unionists should know. £0.50 + 20p ...... ..

The Socialist Workers Party view, includes a disturbing story about
a lfagger working at Winrith. £0.50 + 20p ...... ..
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Tornessf Safety Study PERG 1980 (Commissioned by Torness Com- ‘:\J,;rf
munity Concern). Safety aspects of the Advanced Gas-Cooled
reactor. Summary £0.50 + 15p ...... ..

BOOKUSL _ - £1_00 + 30p ______ __ FU|| RBDOTI £5.00 + Bop . . . . . . .. 4 ‘w’i’)R.'_.D HELD r-rosractf
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uclear Weapons
Civil Defence: The cruellest confidence trick CND1980.
The deception behind the current Civil Defence policy. Argues
that the only defence against nuclear bombs is to make sure that
they are scrapped. £0.40 + 20p

Protest and Survive Thompson. 1980.
Parody of the Government publication "Protect and Survive”. Gives
a rather disturbing picture of the effect of nuicear war.

£0.45 + 20p ...... ..

Protest and Survive Thompson St Smith (Ed.). Penguin 1980.
Cruise missiles, Civil Defence, Soviet and NATO plans.

£1.50 + 30p ..... ..

-1

International
Hell No We Won’t Glow Sheryl Crown. 1979. -~
The non-violent occupation of Seabrook reactor site in the USA in
1976 and 1977. . £0.45 + 20p ...... ..

Nuclear Power: The Fifth Horseman Hayes. 1976.
An informative account of the worldwide implications of more
nuclear power. £1.00 -i- 20p ...... ..

South Africa’s Nuclear Capability AAM. 1980.
The story of the development of South Africa’s nuclear weapons
capability. , I £0.50 + 50p ..... ..

WISE - World Information Service on Energy
Very important bi-monthly bulletin with news from all over the
world. £0.45 + 15p ...... ..

Back Issues £0.30 + 15p ...... ..

Miscellaneous
Cold as Charity - Fuel Poverty in Scotland Today Grimes 1980.
An alarming story of dampness, disconnections and hypothermia.

£1.20 + 20p ...... ..

Nuclear Information Pack
Contains a sample of SCRAM Energy Bulletin and all important
leaflets. £0.75 [incl. postage] ...... ..

SCRAM Energy Bulletin
The latest on nuclear power and the real alternatives. Published bi-
monthly for the British anti-nuclear movement. Please subscribe!
One year's subscription: ordinary £4.00; overseas £6.00; institu-
tional £9.50.

Torness Alliance Occupiers HandbooklSongbook 1979.
Sections on non-violence training, legal briefing, first aid etc. Pages
of good songs. _a £0.20 + 15p ...... ..

:-
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j BENEMTH THE CITY STREETS by Laurie GRnNADA 1979.

The machinery for the pro.sction of the state against  
nuclear attack can become the means of guarding an =. ,; 3
unpopular power clique against legitimate dissent. £1.95 + 50p

_ - ' _ . _ __. -__- _ _ _-- _ ----1, _- - ~,--.---up - qn% -nI'l-"- - i  m+h$— III-,t--,|,",9 4‘: ,3 |-i-1---gm --r I;-lIIp|l-:u--l-l-p,-u-_--~-n-u-;-¢|.-,;--q-¢...- -it...-. ,--_...\-=.|u-1-H ||Im.i-Jui.- xi »r:I'I'-'IrI III 'I~ II"1*:'t1-rl-|.I'tI'- "*4-*1'v--~-III-' '-"3'-'-I-II I1I"‘**""I"'h'-"#-——v'II'*-H-"——1uqq-—-I-4|-q4w.uuq|. ;._.-|_, _|.|,_¢‘,|,.,_-_,__‘,|_,L-___‘,,_ .._._.r-i|...- ¢_,.__._,.,,_.;+,_._,__._u,“ i_.__r_-..n_¢.-1--.1-. -|q. u.- -._,,¢ -. .“ - , _ . _-..._ -.... - .-_- -..i-_ ._. ..:....,....1.r n .- -4- .. ._|- o ‘-1 ,_.,.,_,;qt_q-I.-uq.-|.,..._-.¢-.l\||aq,.,.,;-|-I-1| "i"m riflilqalr-Q-van-awn all ddldllll-A-|1I'r\fllr I‘|i|.l-. r

NEW LEFT REVIEW no.1s1 - THE NUGLEah.nRMS egos i‘ I  
_ In

S .Articles by E.P.Thompson, Medvedev and others. - £1.50 + 50p
I

 w.~w-Yf*Lwi\ 1,-“.5,-‘|,_,1_;_||-__‘_fl.,';.,.-|-"_-p|_|.;||l-."_ ‘Qt-M _"_,,‘l.__‘q+___'_fl.“.‘_- ppm‘ ‘n-_'-‘__q__"-him, ,H,L,":_:'_fl, _u__"_ _h“fl»_,,___,f-Ln_-___““u“4 .__-an 4,-3'"-|,_',=LH‘m_m H kiln‘-~ p__,F_1_ _‘|._.l_|_,‘|_' i,W,__"BI“_,___'r..h+_m,.n_,.|_'.'_,._, ,“_1q.,.,‘.,¥,,,,,,“_. _,h_.‘-r,-1“-,_,,_-,-.1:-..|_h|i,,_--_-,5.)-, ;_.ppg,.-1».-rt-91I1.q.<u.-—\w rr-5%&ip|ufi 

NEW LEFT REVIEW I\l0.124c -—- TIE POLITICS OF 1']-UCL.FE'LR ' . §
A D IS;-tR.liL’-t1rLENT .

a selection of articles on world disarmament. - .,, £1,50.+l50p
"*'hH $H ‘-4-II?"--I-I-"H-'-=-Irv-I-Iti ‘II-H--Ir-n-4-' ll----'1 - - :- .I-um -4--I-I--u ..-_:...-n-I4:-want:-an r-not-t4:..r -:1 . -I-11.-Inn.--1.-1-.r.. an--lcr-~-1-n ».-it .1: In unrfl-'. ~r-n:H'u-.---:.- =.- ----1-Ilu.+--_--'---l-l-|--w-_-.-- .-- r 0 -- --— -.5-.1.-» -nu 'I'I"J‘F| irJ'|"' v.-1..-n 1. 1‘.l'-n-l'|- .i.---...-- u--»-- ---- - - 1--P - ---' I-I'H'==vI'--'Ih-l'**i-H-J-"""'"""'*Wl=""*""\""""'Y'-"“5“'“?“”” " “**'q“**“'*5§*'$' 

TOWARDS THE FINaL.aBYSS? by Prof. Michael Pentz. I i
Q ll

The state of the nuclear arms race. it 50p +14P
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. TOWaRDS THE NUOLEaR.HOLOOnUST by Sir Martin Ryle  ‘

t MEl\l1\l.s»LRD PRESS 1.981. t .

 .Anpther primer on nuclear weapons which clearly links
nuclear power and weapons. In fact Ryle suggests that . -
‘electricity must be seen as a bi-product of the
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